
The idea of profiling the metabolite 
content of, e.g., blood, urine, breath, 
etc, in an attempt to diagnose dis-
ease dates back to the mid 1960s 
when gas chromatography (GC) was 
first linked to mass spectrometry 
(MS). Since then GC-MS, and more 
recently liquid chromatography 
(LC)–MS, have been used in clini-
cal chemistry to measure the levels 
of specified target metabolites to 
diagnose a number of monogenetic 
diseases. However, with the advent 
of a new generation of mass spec-
trometers, delivering extremely 
high sensitivity and resolution, in 
addition to being robust and easy to 
use, experimentalists have become 
more ambitious and now the goal 
of many metabolomics experiments 
is to measure as many “metabolic 
features” (retention time, mass to 
charge ratio, m/z, pairs) as possible 
in a biological sample. This is called 
“global metabolomics”. Today, in an 
LC-MS-based global metabolomics 
experiment, e.g., on a plasma or 
CSF extract, thousands of “features” 
may be revealed. Feature lists are 
then compared between samples 

using multivariate statistics with 
the goal of determining which fea-
tures are discriminatory, followed 
subsequently by identification of 
these ‘useful’ features. This may be 
possible by measuring exact mass 
alone and/or recording tandem mass 
(MS/MS) spectra or even multistage 
MS (MSn) which can then be com-
pared to mass spectra in a metabo-
lite database. However, unless the 
metabolite and its MS/MS or MSn 
spectra are in one of the metabolite 
databases, definitive identification is 
unlikely without exhaustive efforts. 
Depending on the original goal of 
the experiment, this may or may not 
be important. Even without identify-
ing the changed features it may be 
possible to differentiate a diseased 
state from control, and monitor the 
progression of disease or a response 
to therapy.

An alternative approach to metabo-
lomic research is to follow a “tar-
geted” strategy. Here groups of com-
pounds with similar physicochemical 
properties are analysed together. 
This may in fact be a more sensible 

strategy than the “global” approach 
when the extremely differing solubil-
ity properties of metabolites are con-
sidered. Clearly hydrophobic lipids 
cannot share the same LC solvent as 
hydrophilic metabolites. By follow-
ing a targeted strategy, where metab-
olite groups are analysed successively 
or in parallel, it becomes a realistic 
goal to map the entire breadth of the 
metabolome. Obviously, this cannot 
be done by one research group in 
isolation, but is possible by working 
in consortia. For example the Lipid 
Maps project in the USA is look-
ing to map the entire lipidome of a 
defined cell line.

There is a considerable interest in 
lipids, particularly those in brain and 
the central nervous system (CNS). 
In this regard it is interesting to note 
that about 2% of the wet weight of 
the CNS is made up of cholesterol, 
and that 25% of the body’s choles-
terol is present in the brain. Cho-
lesterol cannot pass the blood brain 
barrier and enter the brain from 
the blood stream, and essentially all 
brain cholesterol is derived from de 
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Metabolomics is one of a number of new research areas which are evolving in the wake of the genomic 
revolution. It is now evident that to meet the major challenges in biomedical science, scientists need more 
information than the simple genetic blueprint of an organism (genome). There is also the need to better 
understand which proteins are expressed (proteome) and also the metabolites generated in the organism 
(metabolome). So the field of metabolomics has emerged, where the aim is to determine the complement of 
metabolites in a given cell type, tissue or body fluid. This is a daunting task requiring much ingenuity, high 
technology and hard work. This article will introduce the basic technology used in the field of metabolomics 
and will present some exciting new results.
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novo synthesis in brain itself. Choles-
terol is synthesised in brain through-
out life and requires a mechanism 
for removal of any excess. This is 
achieved by metabolism and the 
resulting metabolites have become 
the subject of considerable recent 
interest on account of their biologi-
cal activity. An introduction to some 
of the authors’ recent work in the 
area of “steroidomics” follows.

Here a steroid is regarded as any 
molecule based on the cyclopentan-
operhydrophenanthrene skeleton; 
cholesterol being the archetypical 
steroid [Figure 1]. The first step in 
all cholesterol metabolism is the 
introduction of an oxygen func-
tionality to give an oxysterol. Much 
attention is now paid to oxysterols as 
some isomers are ligands to nuclear 
receptors; others are regulators of 
lipid synthesis, while still others are 
important in the immune response. 
Oxysterols are themselves metabo-
lised to steroid hormones and  
bile acids.     

Methods and results
Like many other steroids, oxysterols 
are not easy molecules to analyse by 
LC-MS. In a standard LC-MS experi-
ment, when compounds elute from 
the LC column, they are ionised in the 
“ion source” of the mass spectrom-
eter and then their mass to charge 
ratio (m/z) is determined. Ionisation 
relies on the acidic or basic nature of 
the analyte with positive ions being 
formed by the addition usually of H+, 
NH4

+ or metal cations and negative 
ions formed by the loss of H+. Oxys-
terols are neutral molecules and are 
poorly ionised and difficult to detect 
by LC-MS. One way to overcome 
this poor sensitivity of detection is to 
derivatise the target analyte to make it 
more easily charged. This is the option 
the authors have exploited.

Many oxysterols possess a ketone 
(oxo) group at C-3 and a double bond 
between C-4 and C-5 (3-oxo-4-ene), 
[Figure 1]. The presence of the ketone 
group allows the exploitation of clas-
sical “Girard P” (GP) derivatisation 

chemistry. In this derivatisation a posi-
tively charged group is tagged on to 
the steroid skeleton. The consequence 
of this is greatly improved mass spec-
trometry sensitivity and also enhanced 
solubility of the derivative in reversed-
phase LC solvents. However, the initial 
products of mammalian cholesterol 
oxidation do not posses a 3-ketone 
group, but rather a hydroxyl group at 
C-3 and a double bond between C-5 
and C-6 (3β-hydroxy-5-ene). But sim-
ple incubation of these oxysterols with 
a bacterial cholesterol oxidase will 
convert the hydroxyl group to a ketone 
and isomerise the double bond to be 
located between C-4 and C-5. With 
the presence of a 3-ketone group the 
oxysterols can now be derivatised with 
the GP reagent.

GP-derivatised isomeric oxysterols are 
readily separated by reversed phase 
chromatography and give intense sig-
nals in the resulting mass spectrum 
[Figure 2]. Additionally, GP-deriva-
tives give characteristic fragmentations 
upon MS/MS, which can be usefully 
exploited in identification of the mass 
spectrometric signal as a GP-deriva-
tised oxysterol, particularly using ion-
trap instruments. GP-derivatised oxys-
terols give an intense -79 Da neutral 
loss, the resulting [M-79]+ fragment 
ion can then be fragmented further 
to give MS/MS/MS spectra which are 
characteristic of the parent molecule 
facilitating compound identification.

In this way the identification of the 
major cholesterol metabolites in 
rodent brain and also those found in 
human cerebrospinal fluid [Figure 2] 
is possible. A particularly interesting 
finding is that 24S,25-epoxycholesterol 
(24,25-EC) is much more abundant in 
embryonic brain than in adult brain. 
Further studies by collaborators in 
Sweden have revealed that 24S,25-EC 
interacts with the LXR nuclear recep-
tor and increases neurogenesis of 
human embryonic stem cells and the 
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Figure 1. Oxidation with cholesterol oxidase then derivatisation of an oxysterol. The 
cyclopentanoperhydrophenanthrene skeleton is shown in red in the parent compound. 



number of mature dopaminergic neu-
rons. These findings may be important 
in future stem cell therapies for Par-
kinson’s disease.

It is also interesting to compare the 
results from the steroid profiling of 
CSF with data from untargeted studies. 
The authors have been able to identify 
more than 40 cholesterol metabolites 
in CSF using this targeted approach. In 
untargeted studies although thousands 
of features may be seen, few molecu-
lar species are characterised and only 
one metabolite of cholesterol has been 
identified. This is perhaps not surpris-
ing as most cholesterol metabolites are 
not soluble in mobile phases routinely 

used in “global” metabolomic studies. 
In this targeted study identification of 
a number of unexpected acidic deriva-
tives of cholesterol was achieved.  
The authors are now investigating 
whether these metabolites represent 
markers of neurodegeneration and are 
markers for the early diagnosis of  
neurodegenerative disease, e.g.,  
Alzheimer’s disease.

In summary, metabolomics experi-
ments can be performed in essentially 
two formats, namely those with a glo-
bal or targeted structure. While global 
metabolomics allows the recording of 
thousands of features, some of which 
may differ between sample groups 

and be subsequently identified, tar-
geted metabolomics focuses on the 
identification and quantification of 
all metabolites in a physicochemical 
group. Both strategies can lead to the 
identification of biomarkers of disease, 
the progression of disease or response 
to treatment. 
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Figure 2. (Left panels) LC-MS 
chromatograms of monohydroxy-
cholesterol isomers isolated from 
developing rodent brain (upper 
panel cortex, lower panel spinal 
cord). Analysis was performed 
following treatment of steroids 
with cholesterol oxidase and 
GP reagent. The location of the 
hydroxyl group is given in the 
upper panel. (Right panel) MS/
MS/MS spectrum of 24S-hydrox-
ycholesterol isolated from devel-
oping rodent brain. 




